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Pickleball

The Tournament has Begun!
The Red Oaks School Broskies (their name
not mine) decided to create a pickleball
tournament
for
the
whole
school
to
participate in, including teachers!
Day
1
kicked
off
with
some stellar
performances and quite a few upsets.
Ms.
Karen was upset in the first round by Sadie
and Ethan who proved students can (and
probably will) win this tournament.
Kai
talked a big game but was unable to back it
up in the first round. Not to worry, he is
confident he can make a run in the lower
bracket.
Get your popcorn ready because on day 2
everyone is ready to put on a show!
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Day 2 Brings Chaos to ROS
Day 2 is in the books and everyone’s
bracket predictions are out the window. A
few Broskies and some teachers have found
their way to the lower bracket (a spot none
of them thought they would be in).
Mr. Ben tried to play mind games with his
opponent, but those tricks proved fruitless
against Henry and Olivia.
Ms. Karen came
into this tournament with high hopes only
to fall short and end up winless. Don’t
worry there is always next year :) Holding
strong for the faculty is Nurse Francesca
who was carried by Sabrina in their lower
bracket victory.
Up next for them is the
still talking big game Kai setting up an
exciting match-up for Monday.
The Tournament will continue on Monday!
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Day 3 - Down goes the boss
Today will always be remembered as the day
the students took down the Head of School.
Mr. Ben has been analyzing students,
learning new gameplay strategies, and even
skyped with an IB pro named Daniel… all
this effort could not get past the duo of
Joe and Chase.
Nurse Fran was carried by Sabrina all
tournament but they could not keep up their
winning ways as Kai and Simeon were able to
back up their trash talk and get a victory.
The Faculty is down to one member, Ms.
Nikki, who now has to carry the weight of
the whole staff on her back.
Can she do
it?
We asked Mr. Peter, our stats guru,
what he thought of her chances. “The odds
are not in her favor but if any teacher can
do it we would all pick Coach Ga... I mean
Ms. Nikki”
Lucas took a look at the bracket and smiled
“Coach I love my chances”... Roald, Ellis,
Sadie, Olivia, Jack, Antonia, and Arianna
all said the same thing. Who will actually
advance?
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Wednesday will be Dress
like Doyle Day, get your
outfits ready! Do not
forget!
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Down Goes the Faculty!
Ms. Nikki, with two K’s, gets TKO’ed out of
the tournament by Kevin (1 K) and Dr.
Doyle.
With this unanticipated loss, the
Faculty is now fully eliminated from the
tournament much thought they would win
(including themselves).
Ms. Amy, our history expert, explains “This
is the first time in history that students
have eliminated all faculty in a pickleball
tournament, and I know all the history of
pickleball.
Let me tell you all about…”
and we had to cut that interview short.
Kevin and the Dr. may have crushed the
hopes of Ms. Nikki and Anjali but they are
in danger of losing to Ava and Alden. Can
they get out of the hole?
Can Roald and
Gabby get through the lower bracket?
Can
Coach Gary learn to spell check before
going to the printing press?
All these
questions and more will be answered today.
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This space is blank due to our
photographer taking a few days off.
He claims he has been super busy with
school, friends, video games, and
growing his hair.
Please do not give him a hard time for
not sending Coach any photos of the
tournament. Coach has spoken to the
student, the student has apologized
and Coach promised not to embarrass
him in the newspaper.
Thank you for understanding.
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Nightmare comes to life
Roald slept worse than Coach’s son...
“Coach I can’t sleep, I am having this
terrible
dream
that
I
lose
in
the
tournament”. Little did he know his body
was predicting the future. This nightmare
came to life but ever Mr. Positive was
quick to realize “you know what reality
isn’t so bad, I have still had a lot of fun
and I look forward to the next Broskie
tournament.
The tournament looks to finish up today as
there are only a few teams left. Will Ava
and Alden continue their amazing run in the
lower bracket?
Will Sadie and Ethan keep
up their stellar play?
Will Lucas let
Parker hit the ball?
Everyone is excited
to see what happens on the final day... or
are they more excited for Coach to stop
writing these articles?
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Joe Understood the Assignment
The tournament continues on Monday.
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It’s Finally the Finals!
22 teams entered the arena with high
expectations and dreams of a title and a
well-made trophy on their dresser (Ms.
Emily!!!). They have competed and all tried
their best (even Ms. Nikki?) and now we are
down to our finals teams.
Ava and Alden, who lost in round 1, used
all their grit and might to climb through
the lower bracket but fell just short of
the finals. Ethan and Sadie were able to
overcome a pesky bee and the wild crowd and
earned their trip to the finals.
The finals will be held today with Lucas
and Parker taking on Sadie and Ethan. Who
will win this epic showdown? Who will raise
their hands in victory like Rocky in Rocky
2, 3, 4, and 5? Who will be crowned the
first-ever ROS Pickleball champions?
And
what is going on with Coach Gary who never
misses work? All this will be answered at
lunch
today
(except
the
Coach
Gary
question, he’s sick today).
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Proud to be Pocatello! please contact
our sales office for discounts and
travel accommodations
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We have a Winner!!!!!!
An epic 3-day finals with back and forth
action, overtimes, and a true showdown to
the final point. Sadie and Ethan came in as
underdogs needing to win two times to hold
up the trophy. They were able to overcome a
6-point deficit and win game 1 in overtime
in a show of grit and determination.
Lucas and Parker, after suffering their
first loss of the year, were backed into a
corner. They were down 10-5 and facing
elimination. But Lucas coached up Parker,
“Pickleball is a game of inches and we will
fight and claw our way back to victory.”
Tony D’Amato could not have said it any
better. They refused to give up and rallied
back from the edge of defeat to win the
first-ever ROS Pickleball Tournament.
Both
teams
displayed
excellent
sportsmanship and showed how teamwork can
make the dream work. Great job!!!
Be sure to check out the photos from Joe
our amazing photographer!! Thank you!!
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Do you have an idea for the next
ROS tournament? Gather your
friends and start creating a plan.
Send your plan to Coach Gary and
let’s make it happen!

Joe’s Final’s Photos

